Department of State
Consolidated American Payroll Processing Systems (CAPPS)
Zantech provides O&M support for CAPPS, a large-scale enterprise mainframe program. We offer full software engineering life cycle support services including requirements analysis, design, quality assurance, testing, security compliance, configuration management, and process management. Our work also entails the development of a bi-directional interface that stores data in a centralized database and automatically generates reports.

Foreign Service Institute (FSI)/Corporate Systems Division (CSD)
Zantech applies agile methodologies to provide full life cycle O&M support to FSI's Distance Learning Training Systems. Our work reinforces FSI's role as a Government-wide eTraining and Cyber Security Service provider.

Department of Homeland Security
Technical, Acquisition and Business Support Services (TABSS)
Zantech was the #1 TABSS IDIQ contract holder with over $111M in revenue across 53 awarded contracts. Zantech provided a wide range of Program Management, engineering and technology support services for the US Coast Guard (USCG).

Department of Veterans Affairs
Office of Information & Technology (OIT&T)
Zantech developed a web-based Enterprise Architecture solution with a managed application hosting solution. The system integrates EA tools, frameworks, methodologies, models, and artifacts in a single location with version control and configuration management.

Department of Health and Human Services
National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Zantech assisted the Center for Information Technology Integration Service Center with information technology services and task management. Our support increased the acceptance and use of Service Oriented Architecture by 27 NIH Institutes and Centers to ensure maximum program impact.

Mission Value
Zantech's exceptional production of legacy system test scenarios, for use by the Global Foreign Affairs Compensation System, enhanced system development.

Zantech provided “unwavering professionalism and attention to detail during the Web server upgrade from Windows 2003 to 2008 for the DOS Payroll Office.”
Contract Vehicles

- GSA IT Schedule 70
- GSA PSS
  - LOGWORLD
  - MOBIS
  - PES
- HHS CMS SPARC
- US Army ITES-3S
- US Army PMSS 3
- US Army RS3